
Get More Projects, Productivity & Profit with 
Genuine - NO SMELL - Asphalt

Get More Jobs
The majority of  complaints surrounding BUR (Built Up Roofing) are related to fumes & odor. This has resulted in 
Roofing Contractors having to schedule work during expensive & inconvenient times in order to reduce complaints. 
With Genuine - NO SMELL - asphalt you can bid sensitive jobs with confidence. Schools, Hospitals, Apartments, 
Office buildings and more have all been successfully roofed while occupied due to the proven effectiveness of  
Genuine - NO SMELL - asphalt.

Get More Productivity
Comfortable employees are productive employees. You can dramatically 
reduce your employees exposure to asphalt fumes & odors both at the 
kettle and on the roof  by using only Genuine - NO SMELL - asphalt. 

For More Information visit www.unitedasphalts.com

Are all Low Odor / Low Fume Asphalts Created Equal?
No. There have been a number of  different methods used to control odors and fumes by various asphalt 
manufacturers. One method is to use fragrances to try and mask the odor. However, this does not eliminate odors nor 
does it help with fumes. Another popular method is to use polymer (usually plastic) beads in the asphalt that melt and 
form a skin on the top of  the asphalt to block the fumes in the kettle from escaping. However, this method does not 
reduce odors or fumes on the roof  at the point of  application. In addition, there is a lot of  waste of  material as the 
plastic must be skimmed off  and thrown away. Average amounts of  polymer/plastic beads range from 1-2% of  the 
total material by weight. That does not sound like much but it can really add up. See the graphic below to see just how 
much asphalt you could be losing on your jobs!

Get More Profit
By being able to bid more jobs, perform those jobs during normal 
business hours and benefit from increased worker satisfaction and 
productivity you can maximize your precious profits. Make more and 
reduce time on the job by bidding every job with Genuine - NO 
SMELL - asphalt. 

1 Truckload of Asphalt = 20 Pallets/480 Cartons
2 lbs of Plastic Beads Per Carton = 960 lbs Per Truckload

9.6 Cartons of Unusable Plastic Waste Per Truckload!

100% Usable Genuine
- NO SMELL - Asphalt

The Genuine - NO SMELL - Advantage
United Asphalts is one of  the pioneers of  true            
- NO SMELL - technology. We use a specially 
formulated odor suppressant that virtually 
eliminates asphalt odors both at the kettle and on 
the roof. In addition, United Asphalts has some 
of  the highest flash-points in the industry, 
meeting or exceeding ASTM D312-15 minimum 
flash-point of  575 [F]. Higher flash-points result 
in less fuming of  the asphalt at the kettle and on 
the roof. When you combine that with our - NO 
SMELL - technology you have one of  the easiest 
to use, highest quality asphalts on the market. Get 
more with United Asphalts!


